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Spatial Popularity and Similarity of Watching
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Abstract—With the popularity of watching mobile videos, a
major form of multimedia contents, many works focus on the
geographic features of user viewing behaviors, but few study
them in the context of an entire metropolitan city. Different
regions of a large city have different intensity of economy activities with respect to their different distances to the downtown,
and how this will influence video popularity and similarity is
still unclear. To quantitatively study the spatial popularity and
similarity of watching videos in a large urban environment, we
collect a dataset with two-month video view requests from the
largest network provider in Shanghai, containing the top six content providers, and study the spatial features of video access
in regions of different scales. We find that: 1) video popularity
and similarity exist at different scales of city division; 2) the
concentration of video popularity becomes higher as the region
is closer to downtown; and 3) when comparing the regions of
same scale, the similarity of popular videos becomes lower as
the region is farther away from the downtown. Finally, we correlate our findings with cache deployment, advertising, and video
recommendation to illustrate the implications.
Index Terms—Video spatial popularity, video spatial similarity,
urban computing, city division.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, the advance in network technologies
and proliferation of mobile devices boosted the popularity of multimedia contents. Online videos, as a major form
of multimedia contents, have attracted a significant number
of views [1], [2]. Content providers (CPs) such as YouTube,
Netflix that offer online videos are willing to have a good
understanding of video watching behaviors, which gives an
important guideline on how to improve the quality of video
services and maximum the revenue. To deal with it, the analysis based on real-world dataset, as an important direction
to understand human behaviors in multimedia systems, can
be also applied to characterize the patterns of video views.
Many recent works collect viewing data from CPs to study the
time-varying popularity of videos [12], [13], and some of them
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utilize the temporal feature to predict the video popularity [4].
Different from them, our study focuses on the spatial characteristics of watching videos, which is greatly important for
networking. For example, most CPs use content distribution
networks to improve user experience of video watching. Such
systems depend on the global distributed set of cache servers
that store most popular video contents, and thus significantly
reduce the transmission delay. However, since the viewing
patterns may vary across geographic regions, how the cache
should be deployed in different regions becomes a challenging question. Therefore, it is important to study geographical
consumption patterns of videos.
Under such context, understanding the spatial popularity and
similarity of watching videos with the evolution of mobile
networks is particularly important. Raman et al. [33] identified the similarity patterns of TV streaming consumption
across the regions of varying demographics, and designed WiStitch for efficient content sharing. Many other works [5], [6]
focus on the geographic popularity of video views in the world
and country scale. In this paper, we seek to explore how the
popularity and similarity of watching videos are at different scales of urban environment. Obtaining the relationship
between different regions and user viewing behaviors helps
explore whether the activities of economy (i.e., most economically developed regions locate in the downtown) will influence
the popularity and similarity of user views, which also benefits content providers, enabling them to provide better video
service for example.
Thus, associating with different scales and different regions
in a metropolitan area, we focus on two key problems that
need to be investigated:
Problem I: How is the video popularity distributed? At
different scales, due to diverse user interests, the concentration of video popularity could be different. Thus, the
influence of the region size needs to be investigated. On the
other hand, between the downtown and the suburb, whether
there exist the differences of the concentration is also a key
consideration.
Problem II: How is video request similarity distributed?
Under a given scale, how do we characterize the difference
of video requests between different regions? Meanwhile, what
is the difference of the similarity of user views between the
downtown and suburb? These are the issues that must be
addressed.
These two problems are also critical in multimedia systems
since various applications such as online advertising and
multimedia content recommendation can benefit greatly from
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answering them. In order to systematically study these two
problems, we analyze a dataset containing two-month realworld video requests. The data is collected at the gateway
of a major Internet service provider (ISP) in a large city
in China, Shanghai. More than 200 million view requests
for videos recorded come from top six most popular content providers. We divide the city into non-overlapping regions
of four scales by using cellular network infrastructure of the
same ISP. At the same time, we define topic as the set of
videos of episodes/clips belonging to the same program, which
aggregates videos from different content providers. Next, we
discuss spatial features of watching videos related to the above
introduced two problems by defining metrics of popular topic
number, view concentration and popular topic similarity to
characterize them. We have an in-depth analysis based on these
metrics, and summarize major findings corresponding to the
two problems as follows:
• Well-known Pareto principle of video popularity is validated to exist at any size of scales in the city. Also,
we observe that the concentration of video popularity
becomes higher as the size of scale increases, and it
becomes higher near the downtown than in the suburb.
In particular, associating with different video types such
as movies, cartoons, show and TV series, we find that in
the downtown the concentration on TV series and shows
is higher while opposite is true for the other two types.
• We observe that the similarity between the sets of popular videos of any two regions of small scale is low,
but the similarity increases with the scale. Also, the
regions nearer the downtown have much more similar
popular video requests than the region in the downtown.
Furthermore, between the regions in the downtown and
in the suburb, the similarity of movies is lowest while the
similarity of shows is highest.
Finally, we exploit our findings for potential applications
on cache deployment strategies, advertisement and video recommendation. Taking the cache deployment as an example,
according to our results, we need to cache different contents
with the consideration of local video popularity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After describing the datasets and basic data processing in Section II, we
introduce the methodology and metrics in Section III. Then,
in Section IV, we analyze the concentration and similarity of
video popularity, and then discuss the obtained results. After
that, we discuss the implications of our findings in Section V.
After the survey of related works in Section VI, we finally
conclude the paper in Section VIII.
This paper is extended from our previous work published
in [29] to conduct a more detailed and insightful analysis.
First, we add the analysis of the necessity of video aggregation,
and explore whether view requests are concentrated in a small
fraction of regions under each scale. Then, we add the analysis of relationship between popular topics with different types
and their views in the city. To illustrate the spatial similarity of popular topics, we add the analysis of the geographic
distribution of most popular topics in regions under small
scale. Importantly, based on our findings in the studying of
the spatial popularity and similarity of watching videos, we

add and classify three important implications of exampled
applications.
II. DATA C OLLECTION AND P ROCESSING
A. Data Collection
In this paper, we analyze the logs of deep packet inspection
appliances deployed at the service gateways of a major ISP
network in Shanghai, one of the largest cities in China. The
logs consists of individual entries, where each entry represents
a view requests for a specific video, and records the information of user ID, location, and URL for the request. We further
obtain the context of the requested video, including its content provider, ID, type, and description of name, by crawling
the URL from Web. From the perspective of ISP, this dataset
is comprehensive to study the spatial popularity and similarity of watching videos in a city, because all view requests,
despite of the content providers, need to go through the ISP
gateway. Overall, our dataset is collected during Nov. 1 and
Dec. 31, 2014, and it covers 200 million view requests, 9 million users, and 7 million videos from top six most popular
content providers in China.1
In addition, as we aim to investigate the influence of the
region size on the concentration and similarity of video popularity, we further collect information of mobile network
infrastructure in Shanghai by the same ISP, including the
ID, location and associated district of each base station (BS),
base station control (BSC) and mobile switch center (MSC).
Combining these two datasets of logs of view requests and
mobile network structure enables us to characterize the user
interests on specific video topics in a specific region and study
the spatial features of video popularity and similarity under
different scales.
Ethics: Our study aims at providing a good understanding
of spatial popularity and similarity on video consumption in
a city. We obtain the dataset by collaborating with ISP who
has anonymized user ID and processed the URLs. At the same
time, this work has received the approval from our university.
B. Aggregating Videos by Topic
Videos in our dataset come from six content providers, and
some of them could be duplicated or aliased, which should
be aggregated to eliminate their inference on popularity analysis. Furthermore, instead of a single video, e.g., one episode
of a TV series, we are more interested in the spatial popularity of a set of videos with the same topic, e.g., videos of the
same TV series. To this end, we aggregate videos by topic,
defined as a set of videos or episodes and/or clips in the same
TV series, movie, show or cartoon program. Specifically, we
crawl the program lists of TV series, cartoon, show and movie
from the websites of six content providers. We then use the
title of each program as the keyword of one topic, and classify
the videos into topics by matching these keywords with the
1 We release some anonymized dataset under our collaborator’s approval,
including the access logs with the timestamp, anonymized user id, location in
terms of longitude and latitude, website id and video id. They are available
in
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TM2XcnDwndGg6DnXpY0k01xOEvfVOl-?usp=sharing.
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Fig. 1.

The CCDF of the number of videos per topic.

Fig. 2.
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The CCDF of the number of videos per topic in terms of CPs.

TABLE I
T HE S TATISTICS OF V IEW R EQUESTS DATA

name strings. Specially, in terms of movies, we use the keyword to group the feature, the clips and trailers of the same
movie.
Finally, we obtain 24,184 topics, which covers 77% of overall videos among the video types including TV series, show,
movie, and cartoon.2 Table I summarizes some basic statistics
of the topics with these types. To illustrate that the topic provides an appropriate granularity to aggregate videos, we plot
the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
of the number of videos in each topic in Fig. 1. We can observe
that 90% of topics have less than 50 videos, which suggests
that the topic provides a moderate granularity for the aggregation. Specifically, the topic belonging to show usually has
more videos due to a large number of clips; while the topic of
movie contains the least number of videos. Further, we plot the
CCDF of the number of videos per topic in terms of providers
in Fig. 2. Among different CPs, we observe that at least 78%
of topics have less than 50 videos. Although there are some
differences in the distributions, they are not very significant.
We further study the involvement of content providers in
each topic to illustrate the necessity of video aggregation.
Specifically, we first classify the topics into six classes according to the number of providers they involve, e.g., class two
CPs mean that the videos in this topic come from two content
providers, and then calculate the fraction of topics, videos,
and views that each class accounts for. As shown in Fig. 4,
although the number of topics covering one provider occupies high percentage in each type, the topics with at least two
providers account for much more videos and views. For example, considering TV series in Fig. 4 (a), there are nearly 80%
2 The rest of videos cannot be classified because their names are usually
about the content of the episodes and/or clips and do not contain the title of the
corresponding program.These videos are removed in our following analysis.

Fig. 3. The communication entities of the mobile network corresponding to
the defined scales.

TABLE II
T HE C ONTENT P ROVIDERS (CP S ) IN T OP 5 V IEWED T OPICS , W HERE
S MALLER R ANK N UMBER R EPRESENTS THE T OPIC W ITH H IGHER V IEWS

of views from the topics with 6 providers, which indicates a
large overlap between the providers. However, in Fig. 4 (d),
we observe that the fraction of topics belonging to cartoons
is least in 6 providers, which exhibits the largest diversification in the catalog of the providers. Overall, about 35% of
topics involving over one provider obtain 90% of videos and
95% of views. This suggests that from the perspective of ISP,
the videos offered by any single provider are insufficient to
capture user behaviors on a specific topic. This observation
can be further confirmed by analyzing the content providers
involved in the requests for the top viewed topics: as shown in
Table II, there are four most viewed topics containing at least
three providers, which cover all six providers. In summary,
these results show that it is appropriate to aggregate videos
from multiple providers into topics, which helps to study video
popularity and similarity.
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The fraction of topics, videos, and views occupied by six classes of topics belonging to four types involving different numbers of CPs.

C. City Division
To study the spatial popularity and similarity of watching
videos at different scales, we divide the city into multiple
non-overlapping regions with different sizes. In general, there
are two major approaches to obtain the fine-grained regions:
using the city structure, and relying on the network infrastructure. Further, regardless of which approach, the formed
regions can be easily labeled as suburb and downtown in
an artificial manner. Because of potential benefits on cache
deployment, advertisement and video recommendation (details
in Section V), we choose the second approach to study spatial viewing patterns in this paper. Specifically, as the view
requests are first sent to the BSs or access points (APs), we
obtain the coverage area of each BS/AP and regard them as
basic regions. Then we build larger regions by aggregating
adjacent basic regions according to the structure of the ISP’s
network infrastructure.
As for each base station we only know its location, we
use Voronoi diagram to obtain their coverage areas. Formally,
given the locations of N BSs’, denoted by {l1 , l2 , . . . , lN },
the Voronoi diagram gets the coverage areas for the BSs
as {R(l1 ), R(l2 ), . . . , R(lN )}, where R(li ) denotes the coverage

area of the i-th BS, and any location p inside R(li ) satisfies
that the Euclidean distance between p and li is smaller than
that between p and lj for any lj = li .
To obtain larger regions, we aggregate coverage areas of
adjacent base stations by referring to the cellular network
infrastructure. As shown in Fig. 3, the entity in a larger
scale controls multiple entities in the smaller scale. For example, a MSC controls multiple BSCs, while a BSC controls
multiple BSs. Based on these relationships, we aggregate
BSs belonging to the same entity to form larger regions.
Besides, to make our study more comprehensive, we also
construct larger regions by aggregating BSs belonging to the
same geographical district. Overall, we divide the city by four
scales: the division using BS’s coverage area as the small
scale, and the division by aggregating adjacent BSs in the
same district as medium scale, the division by aggregating
BSs controlled by the same BSC and MSC as the large and
extra-large scales respectively. Finally, there are 4137, 93, 18
and 7 regions in the small, medium, large and extra-large
scales, respectively. Fig. 5 shows their geographic distribution, where a smallest region represents the coverage area
of a BS, and the adjacent smallest regions with the same
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Fig. 5.
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The geographic distribution under different scales.

by different fractions of regions that attracts highest views. We
show the results in Fig. 7. From the results, we observe that
the percentage of video views in each region has little difference under a given scale, which is inconsistent with the Zipf’s
law that denotes the standard geographical concentration [20].
This implies that the views do not exhibit geographical concentration under different scales. This observation also stands
when we count the number of views for different video types
separately. Therefore, we conclude that it does not exhibit the
geographical concentration under different scales regardless of
video types.
Associating with the above two aspects, we conclude that
dividing the city at the defined four scales provides an alternative method to study the spatial popularity and similarity of
watching videos.
Fig. 6.

The number of views in regions of different scales.

III. M ETHODOLOGY AND M ETRICS
color represents that they are aggregated into the same larger
region.
We can divide the city by four scales of different sizes using
above approach. To validate the rationality of such division,
we focus on two questions: whether the number of the aggregated views in regions of one scale is significantly different
to another scale; and whether view requests are concentrated
in a small fraction of regions under each scale. To answer
above questions, we plot the CDF of views under four scales
in Fig. 6. We observe that the number of views in regions
of the same scale exhibits the concentration that corresponds
to a relatively small range. For example, 20% and 80% of
views are within one order of magnitude under small scale,
which are 10488 and 98795 respectively. On the other hand,
the median number of views has different orders of magnitude
that is from tens of thousands to tens of millions.
To quantitatively analyze view distribution over regions of
the same scale, we calculate the fraction of views accounted

In order to quantitatively answer the two problems regarding
the spatial characterizations of video popularity and similarity,
we investigate the view patterns related to them. Before introducing the methodology and related metrics, we first describe
the notations utilized below.
Let {p1 , p2 , . . . , pM } denote the topic set, where M is the
number of topics. The number of topics that receive at least
one view in region i is represented by ni . For each region, we
sort the topics in descending order by the number of views,
and ui,k denotes the number of users that watch the kth
 sorted
topic whose view number is denoted as vi,k . vi = M
j=1 vi,j
represents the total number of views of region i. We are now
ready to describe the methodology used in our study.
A. Problem I: Video Popularity Concentration
Users in some regions may be interested in only a few popular topics, while for other regions video popularity may cover
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The percentage of view number by each user as a function of top viewed regions.

a large number of topics. Therefore, in order to study the concentration of video popularity, we investigate the distribution
of the number of popular topics over regions.
Intuitively, the number of views can be used as a popularity metric, so we define the topics with more than a given
number of views as popular ones. Specifically, given a desired
view number n, we define popular topic number of region i,
denoted by Pi (n), as follows:
M 

I vi,j − n ,
(1)
Pi (n) =
j=1

where I(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0 and otherwise I(x) = 0.
On the other hand, to eliminate the influence of the specified
view number, we use the fraction of the top viewed topic to
define popular topic. Specifically, given f (0 < f < 1), we
define the most viewed topics with at least f of the total topics
as popular topics. Thus, we denote the popular topic number
of region i as Qi (f ), computed by:
Qi (f ) = f × ni .

(2)

A higher value of Pi (n) or Qi (f ) indicates that region i has
more popular topics.
In general, if a large fraction of views concentrates on a
few popular topics, it represents the high concentration of

video popularity. On the other hand, if the views are uniformly distributed to many different topics, the concentration
is low. Therefore, in order to study the spatial characterization
of video popularity, we investigate the concentration of views
on popular topics under each scale. To quantify it, we define
view concentration of popular topics of region i as follows:
1 Pi (n)
vi,j ,
CiP (n) =
j=1
vi
1 Qi (f )
Q
Ci (f ) =
vi,j .
(3)
j=1
vi
Q

In the above definition, a higher value of CiP (n) or Ci (f )
indicates a higher view concentration and, consequently, a
higher concentration of video popularity.
To eliminate the influence of user number on the number of
views in a region, we define average views of popular topics
by each user in region i as follows:
1 Qi (f )
vi,j /ui,j .
(4)
Ai (f ) =
j=1
Qi (f )
According to the above definition, a higher value of Ai (f )
indicates the higher view concentration of video popularity by
each individual user.
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Q

View concentration Ci (f ) under different scales.

B. Problem II: Video Request Similarity
Video requests in a region concentrate on the most popular
topics. If different regions have similar set of popular topics, there is no significant difference with video popularity.
Therefore, in order to answer the question of how similarity
of popular video requests is, we study the similarity between
the popular topics of different regions. Note that Jaccard similarity coefficient is a well defined measure to characterize the
similarity between two sets, specifically, it equals to 1 if the
two sets are equal, and it is smaller than 0.5 if they have low
similarity. We also use Jaccard similarity coefficient to quantify the similarity between different sets of popular topics. Let
ki denote the set of top k ranked popular topics of region
i. Then, we define popular topic similarity of region i and
region j, where i = j, as follows:


 k

i ∩ kj 
k
.
(5)
Ji,j = 
 k

i ∪ kj 
According to the definition, users in regions i and j have
k is small.
different popular topic requests if Ji,j
IV. S PATIAL P OPULARITY AND S IMILARITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we study the view patterns by utilizing the
introduced methodologies and defined metrics with the purpose to answer the two key problems about spatial popularity
and similarity of watching videos.
A. Concentration of Video Popularity
In order to study Problem I of how concentration of video
popularity is in regions of four scales, we investigate the popularity distribution of topics and user view concentration on
video topics in the city.
As shown in Fig. 10 (a), we observe that there is a strong
log-log linear relationship among the topics sorted by views.
Specifically, the number of views on the topic with its rank k is
proportional to βk−α that indicates the power law distribution
of topic’s popularity. This reveals that most views concentrate
on the most popular video topics. To further demonstrate it, we
plot the CCDF of views by sorting the topics with their views
in descend order in Fig. 10 (b), where we find that top 10%
topics attract over 80% of views regardless of TV series, show,

Fig. 9.

Average view concentration CiP (n) under different scales.

movie or cartoon. Furthermore, the fraction of overall views
on top 10% topics is larger than 90%. We can conclude that
the concentration of video popularity follows the well-known
Pareto principle of video popularity in the city.
To study the concentration of video popularity under four
different scales, we analyze the view concentration under these
scales according to (3). As shown in Fig. 8 (a), view concentration in each region of small scale is over 0.75 when
f = 0.2. The corresponding value is higher under the medium
scale seen in Fig. 8 (b). When considering different scale in
Fig. 8 (c), we observe that top 10% of popular topics attract
more than 80% of views, while in the large and extra-large
scales, top 10% of popular topics have more than 90% of
views. This shows that the results conform to the Pareto principle under different scales. Further, we fit the distribution
Q
of view concentration Ci (f ) under different scales, and then
obtain the shape parameters in Pareto distribution as 0.581,
0.7057, 0.7894 and 0.8066 in small, medium, large, extralarge scales respectively. Thus, the larger scale implicates the
higher concentration of video popularity. Similarly, in Fig. 9,
we observe that in the medium scale, popular topics whose
view number exceeds 200 attract more than 70% of views,
while in the small scale, popular topics whose view number
exceeds 50 have more than 80% of views. Therefore, we validate that the Pareto principle of video popularity applies to
different scales.
In order to explore their spatial distribution of popular topics, we count the popular topic number according
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Fig. 10.

The distribution of the number of views per topic.

Fig. 11.

The popular topic number Pi as a function of the number of views.

Fig. 12.

The popular topic number Qi as a function of f of topics.

to (1) and (2), and plot the distribution of popular topics in the regions of small and medium scales. In Fig. 11,
we observe that there is a wide gap between the smallest and largest number of popular topics in regions of
both small and medium scales. Similarly, In Fig. 12, we

find that the number of popular topics exists great differences among the regions of same scale. This shows
that each region has different numbers of popular topics
and the concentration of video spatial popularity differs
significantly.
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The spatial distribution of views of top 30% topics by each user in large regions.

To understand the concentration of video popularity in the
spatial dimension of the city, we calculate the average number
of views of top 30% topics by each user according to (4) in the
large scale. We use heatmap to intuitively depict the results
in Fig. 13 (a), where the darker color represents the larger
number of views. We find that the average views increase
from the suburb to the downtown, and reach the peak in the
downtown. This shows that video popularity exhibits higher
concentration near the downtown. Fig. 13 (b) plots the average views per topic by each user in each region, which reflects
the concentration of video popularity for an individual user.
Further, we investigate the difference of video popularity between the suburb and downtown. Since we seek to
analyze the difference of video popularity between the suburb and downtown, it requires to select the specific regions.
Meanwhile, previously we analyze the popularity and similarity of watching video across regions of different scales,
where the number of user has been averaged. Therefore, this
factor has limited impact on the results. When we select two
regions for the analysis, we cannot neglect it because the great
inequality of user number would significantly influence the
conclusion. Thus, we select two regions corresponding to these
two locations where the numbers of users are approximately
the same. Next, we calculate the number of popular topics
whose minimum number of views is range from 50 to 1000
with four types. In Fig. 14, the terms S_C, S_T, S_S and S_M
denote the topics with cartoon, TV series, show and movie in
the suburb, respectively, while D_C, D_T, D_S and D_M represent the topics with cartoon, TV series, show and movie
in the downtown, respectively. From the results, we observe
that the number of topics with TV series and shows in the
downtown is larger than that in the suburb, while the topics
with cartoon and movie attract higher concentrations in the
suburb than that in the downtown. One of the reasons is that
the more diversity of TV series and shows can attract more
preferences across all ages, especially in the downtown. As a
result, there are great differences of video popularity in terms
of the topic types between the suburb and downtown in the

Fig. 14. The number of popular topics whose minimum number of views is
range from 50 to 1000 with different types between suburb and downtown.

Fig. 15.
regions.

Illustrating the geographic feature of most viewed topics in small

city, and hence implicates that different regions corresponding
to different intensity of economy activities have a great impact
on video popularity.
B. Similarity of Video Requests
Now, we focus on Problem II of how similarity of video
requests is. To address it, we leverage the metric of popular
topic similarity to analyze whether the popular topics are the
same in different regions.
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Fig. 16. The popular topic similarity (a) compared with that of locally popular topics under four scales; (b) compared with globally popular topics under
four scales.

Fig. 17. The spatial distribution of similarity of top 15 topics in large regions
compared with that in the downtown.
Fig. 18. The similarity of popular topics with different types between suburb
and downtown.

We select the topics with the most views in each region
under small scale, and plot their geographic distributions in
Fig. 15 (a), where different color represents different most popular topics. We observe that there are no significant differences
in colors of geographically adjacent regions, which indicates
that the most popular topics in most of regions are the same.
However, from Fig. 15 (b), we see that the percentage of views
of the most popular topic in these regions is relatively low,
which shows that we cannot neglect the influence of other
popular topics that reflect the diversity of video popularity in
these regions.
To quantitatively study the diversity of popular topics
between regions in different scales, we choose different number of popular topics in each region to calculate their similarities according to (5). Fig. 16 (a) depicts the average similarity
with different numbers of popular topics, where we observe
that higher similarity exists in larger scales. For example, the
similarity of top 10 topics in the extra-large scale is 0.75,
which is about 2 times of that in the small scale. This is
because the popular topics exhibit the characteristic of concentration in larger regions. To further illustrate this characteristic,
we select the most viewed topics in the city and compute their
similarity with most popular topics in each region. We show
the results of similarity in Fig. 16 (b). From Fig. 16 (b), we

observe different similarities under different scales, where the
larger the scale is, the higher the similarity can be observed,
e.g., the average similarity of top 10 topics under the larger
scale is close to 0.8, while it reaches 0.5 under the small scale.
The above analysis focuses on the similarity of popular topics in regions of different scales. To investigate the similarity of
popular topics between the downtown and suburb, we choose
the concentration of the downtown, the region filled with red
color in Fig. 17, as the baseline and calculate the similarity of
top 15 topics between this region and other regions in the large
scale. As shown in Fig. 17, where the darker color represents
higher similarity, we find that the similarity of popular videos
becomes low from the downtown to the suburb. Specifically,
we choose a region in the suburb and calculate the similarity
of popular topics that have more than a given number of views
in terms of video types. As shown in Fig. 18, the similarity
of topics belonging to movies is lower than that belonging
to cartoons, shows and TV series, e.g., the similarity of the
popular topics that belong to movies and have more than 200
views is only about 0.2, which is the lowest compared with
the similarity of topics belonging to other three types. Further,
the topics belonging to shows account for the highest similarity when the number of views in a topic is smaller than 800,
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which reveals users in these two regions favour similar topics
belonging to shows.
In summary, we observe that great difference of popular
topics exist at different scales. Especially, the similarity of
popular videos is low in the small scale, while it increases
with the increase of the scale. Furthermore, the nearer the
region is to the downtown, the higher the similarity is. At the
same time, users request the similar popular topics belonging
to the show and different topics related to the movie between
the downtown and suburb.
C. Summary of Our Findings
By analyzing the spatial characterization of video popularity
and similarity in the city, we have obtained some interesting
and important findings, which are summarized as follows:
1) Under the studied four scales, most views are concentrated on a few popular topics, and the concentration of video
popularity becomes higher in larger scale. Under a given scale,
the concentration of video popularity exists great difference in
terms of the number of popular topics in the regions.
2) Considering region locations’ influence on the concentration of video popularity, we find that higher concentration
exists in the downtown. Video popularity on TV series and
shows have higher concentration in the downtown, while the
higher concentration of video popularity on cartoons and
movies exists in the suburb.
3) The popular topic similarity between different small-scale
regions is low, and it increases with the scales. Considering
region locations’ influence on the similarity of popular video
requests, we observe that the similarity becomes higher when
closer to the downtown. Furthermore, comparing similarity
according to topic types between the downtown and the suburb, we find that shows and movies exhibit the highest and
lowest similarity, respectively.
V. I MPLICATIONS
We have studied the spatial popularity and similarity of
watching videos. Based on our findings, we can infer some
important implications on three exampled applications, i.e.,
cache deployment, advertisement and video recommendation.
A. Cache Deployment
Since current mobile networks use the all-IP-based infrastructure, cache appliances can be easily deployed in them.
Especially, the appearance of network function virtualization brings larger flexibility for cache deployment. Thus, the
demand for efficient video delivery as well as the support of
flexible deployment makes cache become an important element of future mobile network. Especially, in the city scale,
ISP can deploy multiple cache appliances, with each one
serving users of the deployed region. However, fundamental understandings of cache for mobile network, such as how
cache performs with a large number of viewing requests for
large-scale video contents and effective cache deploying methods, are still lacking. Although Least Recently Used (LRU)
and Least Frequency Used (LFU) are two widely used caching
strategies, it is still difficult to deduce which scale of regions

Fig. 19.

Cache hit ratio under global and local cache strategies.

cache can be effectively deployed and how much size of cache
is in different regions. In such context, the understanding of
the spatial popularity and similarity of watching videos based
on the real-world data would benefit the solving of above
mentioned cache problems.
Our findings provide a valuable guideline on strategies of
cache deployment, e.g., video popularity exhibits the concentration even in small-scale region and thus cache can be
deployed with a flexible scale. Further, we observe that different regions have different similarities of video popularity,
which suggests that different regions should cache different
topics.
Further, we quantitatively analyze the important “what-if”
questions in the cache deployment. Such questions include:
what would be the hit cache ratio if caching different number
of topics? If the cache strategy is designed agnostic to the
locality of regions (e.g., downtown or suburb regions), how
much the cache performance would be worse compared to if
it considers this feature?
We use two simple cache strategies named global and local
methods to investigate these problems. In the global method,
each region caches the global top n topics. On the other hand,
local method requires to cache the local top n topics in each
region. Assume that the demand of watching topics is known
as a priori. We compute the cache hit ratio of two strategies
against the cache size, and plot the results in Fig. 19. Note
that the cache size is defined as the number of topics. From
the results, we observe that the hit ratio increases with the
cache size, and local method achieves the highest hit ratio.
Especially, when cache size reaches 460, the hit ratio obtained
by using local method is 7% higher than global method. This
implies that the cache performance can be improved by considering local video popularity. For example, when we need
to design an effective cache strategy, it is better to be aware
of proximity to the downtown and suburb.
B. Online Advertisement
Online advertisement, as a valuable revenue for content
providers, is often placed before the playback of videos. Rather
than simply placing the advertisements on arbitrary videos,
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the advertisers are eager to target more right users by creating
effective advertising. To maximize the advertising effects in a
cost-effective way, how much the advertisements should be put
in different geographic locations and what videos are suitable
and valuable for more advertisements should be taken account
into, especially in an area of large scale urban environment.
These requirements motivate us to thoroughly investigate the
spatial properties of watching videos.
Through the comprehensive analysis of large-scale viewing
request data with user locations, we now show that our spatial video popularity characterization can assist deciding the
strategies of advertisement. For example, the concentration of
video popularity is higher in the regions of downtown, which
suggests more advertisements should aim at these specified
regions. Further, we should take advantage of the difference
of the concentration on the different types between the downtown and suburb to provide the meaningful reference for
the advertisers, e.g., putting more advertisements on the TV
series in the regions of downtown. In addition, there are other
important factors (e.g., what time the advertising is more
effective) that worth to be studied to extend the results. As
future work, we plan to introduce the viewing time to discuss
the video popularity and similarity. We believe the spatialtemporal understanding of video watching can provide more
valuable guidelines for the advertising.
C. Video Recommendation
Advertisement can bring substantial profits for content
providers only when more views can be attracted. Thus, it
is necessary to design an effective video recommendation to
increase the hitting ratio of videos. However, many recommendation systems only focus on the popularity of videos without
considering the differences between user interests and video
contents. In other words, it is critical to recommend appropriate videos that are suitable for region-specified users, in order
to bring higher investment of advertisements. To implement
it, we conduct trace-driven analysis to observe the geographic
features of watching videos.
Our findings aid the design of the video recommendation
system. For example, higher concentration on TV series in
the downtown (seen in Fig. 14) indicates that the corresponding videos should be recommended to the users in these
regions. Furthermore, other spatial characteristics of watching videos such as the similarity under different scales can
also be considered to efficiently implement the excellent video
recommendation.
Similar with the cache deployment, we also investigate
the key “what-if” questions in recommendation system. For
instance, what the recommendation performance would be if
recommending different number of topics? If the recommendation algorithm is designed agnostic to the locality of regions,
how much the recommendation performance would be worse
compared to if it considers this feature? To explore them, we
use two similar algorithms: global and local algorithms, where
global algorithm recommends the global top viewed topics to
users, and the local popular topics are recommended in local
algorithm. To evaluate the performance of recommendation

Fig. 20. Recommendation CTR under global and local recommendation
algorithms.

system, we use recommendation click through rate (CTR),
which is computed as the number of clicks of recommended
topics divided by the number of times the recommended topics are showed in a region. Fig. 20 shows the CTR of different
algorithms as a function of the number of recommended topics. From the results, we find that CTR of the local algorithm is
higher than global one, and the CTR differences between two
algorithms is greater than 5%. This demonstrates our analysis
that it is beneficial to recommend targeted videos for users in
specified regions.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Two major directions of research that are correlated with
our work are concerned with the investigation of user viewing
behaviors on videos and the analysis of geographic features
of watching videos respectively.
A. User Viewing Behaviors
User viewing behaviors in Internet video system have
been studied in many works [7]–[13], [30]–[32]. Lai and
Wang [1] show that video popularity is greatly affected by
external links of video sharing sites by the analysis on Youku
and YouTube. Yu et al. [16] provide the analysis about
user behavior, video popularity and their impacts on recommendation. Zhou et al. [12] focus on the video popularity
dynamics with time for different types of videos and its
applications on caching strategies. Crane and Sornette [26]
focus on dynamics and peak fraction of viewing behaviors
on YouTube to make the prediction model. Reference [3]
study the prediction of social video popularity towards crossdomain learning. Figueiredo et al. [27] investigate how the
popularity growth of YouTube videos evolves with time.
Cheng et al. [2] make a deep analysis on the characteristics of
YouTube videos from statistics and social networking aspects.
Abrahamsson and Nordmark [14] study the access patterns and
program popularity in a TV-on-demand system. Similarly, [18]
investigate the viewing behavior and user activity pattern in the
PPTV live streaming system. Acharya et al. [28] concentrate
on the characterizing videos on world wide Web by classifying
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how users access these videos. Li et al. [10] characterize different user behaviors of watching mobile videos from IPTV
and VoD systems in comparing the 3G and WiFi access methods. Chen et al. [24] build a user behavior model to study
video browsing, switching and early departure behaviors. In
addition, Lin et al. [9] investigate peer-assisted video delivery
in WiFi networks and conduct the analysis of viewing time,
user population and user locality. Shafiq et al. [23] present the
feature of mobile video streaming performance and model its
influence on user engagement from network operators’ perspective. Unlike them, we study the spatial features of video
popularity and similarity from the perspective of ISP since our
data contains view requests of videos from multiple content
providers.
B. Geographic Features of Watching Videos
There have been some studies on geographic features
of watching online videos [15], [17], [19], [22], [33].
Brodersen et al. [5] study whether YouTube videos exhibit
geographic locality of YouTube videos over the world and
show that most of views come from the videos in a single
country. Platt et al. [21] study videos trending across several
nations and make the contribution to understand the international cultural impact and potential of videos. Li et al. [6]
provide an in-depth study on the geographic patterns of mobile
video consumption of PPTV among different provinces within
a country, and obtain the distinct geographic popularity features on popular and non-popular videos. Also, [17] analyze
the relationship between the user interest on video categories
and locations of mainland China, overseas and HongkongMacao-Taiwan. Scale et al. [22] exploit the geographic information from social cascades to predict the patterns of video
views in future. Huguenin et al. [25] find that the content
locality and geographic locality are correlated based on the
analysis of YouTube dataset. Zink et al. [34] explore the correlation between global popularity obtained from YouTube
website and local popularity from local network trace. Our
work differs with these works in that we aim at exploring the
spatial features of video popularity and similarity based on
different granularities of the divisions under the city scale.
VII. D ISCUSSION
At that time of data collection, it is not popular to watch
videos through cellular network due to high expense of cellular
traffic. Therefore, ISP offers us the logs of video access over
wired and WiFi networks, but without the cellular networks.
This has limited effects on our results.
In addition, mobility of users may also affect the spatial
popularity, which can provide additional insights on temporal
access in downtown and suburb. However, our dataset cannot
distinguish mobile users as the relevant work is now in process
by ISP. In the future work, we plan to study them when related
dataset is available.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we aim at understanding the spatial characterization of popularity and similarity of watching videos in
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the city scale. We carry out a comprehensive analysis of the
concentration and similarity of video popularity in the spatial
dimension over a large-scale video viewing logs that covers six
most popular video content providers in China. Through the
analysis, we obtain some interesting but important findings,
which are summarized as follows:
(i) With regarding video popularity when considering different scales and region locations in a city, we find that under all
four studied scales, video view requests conform with Pareto
principle, and thus the concentration of video popularity exists
at all these scales. Furthermore, under the same scale, the differences of concentration exist in different regions and the
regions in the downtown exhibit higher concentration than
ones in the suburb.
(ii) With regarding video request similarity when considering different scales and region locations in a city, we find that
the similarity of video popularity in a region varies with each
other, which is especially significant under the small scale. The
nearer the region is to downtown, the higher similarity there
is when compared with a chosen region in the downtown.
These findings offer useful guidelines for cache deployment,
advertisement and video recommendation.
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